Registration Called 'Worst' In History

Two major computer breakdowns and numerous intermittent shutdowns marred last week's registration at Florida State University, as 6,313 students faced what Director of Records and Registration Edward Knight described as the worst registration he has seen yet at FTU.

By David Foster

The breakdowns, one leading to the total disruption of registration last Wednesday, were unique because they occurred despite the fact the Office of Academic Affairs had secured the use of three separate computers, two of which are located in Gainesville and an emergency back-up computer here on campus.

Complications in Gainesville caused shutdown of registration at 5:05 last Wednesday afternoon. Register William D. Chapman then decided to resort to the back-up computer here on campus, only to discover it had broken down earlier that morning. With three computer down and no acceptable alternatives, Chapman rescheduled the 1400 students remaining to be registered on Wednesday for the following day.

The second major breakdown occurred Thursday afternoon and delayed the registration of at least 625 students, approximately an hour. This breakdown, like the first, was traced to a faulty connector in a terminal at Gainesville in addition to the state's major breakdowns, intermittent shutdowns due to the faulty connector and malfunctioning motor in a punch machine. Information Systems Consultant Bernard L. Osterling said the breakdowns numbered in excess of a dozen, Knight said a number of program bugs have been secured the use of three separate computers, two of which are located in Gainesville and an emergency back-up computer here on campus.

Complications in Gainesville caused shutdown of registration at 5:05 last Wednesday afternoon. Register William D. Chapman then decided to resort to the back-up computer here on campus, only to discover it had broken down earlier that morning. With three computer down and no acceptable alternatives, Chapman rescheduled the 1400 students remaining to be registered on Wednesday for the following day.

The second major breakdown occurred Thursday afternoon and delayed the registration of at least 625 students, approximately an hour. This breakdown, like the first, was traced to a faulty connector in a terminal at Gainesville in addition to the state's major breakdowns, intermittent shutdowns due to the faulty connector and malfunctioning motor in a punch machine. Information Systems Consultant Bernard L. Osterling said the breakdowns numbered in excess of a dozen, Knight said a number of program bugs have been found and corrected.

The number of cars on campus have now reached 3,200, but the number of spaces that are available are almost 5,000, which leaves leaves 1,800 cars per day not having enough parking. But the problem is not one of money allocated to the Department of Transportation (DOT) does not have enough money allocated to the Department of Transportation (DOT). The Department of Transportation (DOT) does not have enough money allocated to the Department of Transportation (DOT).

In addition to the 3,200 permanent spaces for those on campus and behind the art center, there are temporary spaces behind the building, near the dormitories, a 500-space lot in front of Lot No. 100, or a closed street near the Science Building for 700 cars, and a 300-space lot near the entrance way to be completed in the near future for a permanent site.
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After many hours of heated debate and deliberation, the Board of Regents has decided to change nothing immediately.

In light of all the bandying about of the terms "student" and "university," and "independent" newspapers, we would take it upon ourselves at this opportune time to explain why the FTU is a "university" newspaper, and not a "student" paper.

In physical makeup, university and student newspapers differ in the way they apply for the editor-chief. The student newspaper generally has a committee or board which is indirectly answerable to the university president, but which also has a powerful sector of student voice. The "university" paper, on the other hand, has its editor appointed by a director of publications, who is directly hired by the president of the university.

On the surface it would appear that the latter method would be the least desirable to the students of a university, but in reality, the "university" paper stands a better chance of getting a qualified editor than does the "student" paper. As is frequently the case, a strong special interest group could easily control the appointment of the editor-in-chief much the same way a similar group could control student government elections. The process of choosing an editor at the University of Florida, for instance, turns into more of a political maneuver than a chance based on qualifications and merit. It is interesting to note, however, that the FTU's editors are not only of the public at large. Many of the people involved have, in fact, been aspiring lawyers who could, and have, used the paper simply to get their names into certain law books (al the abortion special).

Student governments, in most student newspaper plans, control the placement of the students on the board of publications. The student government then in reality gains more control over the newspaper, not the students themselves, as the name would imply. For those of us who believe in democratic control, it would seem to be a shift from one form of government to another, the biggest difference being that the student government is most likely to be run by power-interest groups, while the university president would run by the Regents.

Before school even started in 1968, FTU chose the university system to try to best serve the students, faculty, and staff of the entire community. The system was later changed to encompass a board, and shift some of the responsibility and decision making process to a publication board. Planning a newspaper less than a year before it was disbanded, as it proved to be ineffective and too cumbersome for a growing newspapers' needs. At the suggestion of the board itself, the university president would run by the Regents.

The university newspaper system places a great bulk of power in the hands of the president of the university. The famed screaming liberal-leftist Berkeley Barb even follows certain "university" criterion. We would like to see light of day in that publication. Such a dream as freedom to print except under the instructions of the board, and for those haters of journalistic acumen.

For example, last quarter they did away with pre-registration in a very peculiar and still incomprehensible way. But results were the same. Teachers had to take time out to meet with their advisees. The point is, college is a system lazily has slept time away. You can change this. You can and must get involved. You can voice your opinion, hope, and try to be heard over some of our daily red-taped machinations.

For example, but quarter they did away with pre-registration in a very peculiar and still incomprehensible way. But results were the same. Teachers had to take time out to meet with their advisees. The point is, college is a system lazily has slept time away. You can change this. You can and must get involved. You can voice your opinion, hope, and try to be heard over some of our daily red-taped machinations.

In all fairness to our newcomers, we should enlighten them to aspects of FTU they were not exposed to during orientation.

"FTU has it all." The constantly welteringatty pilled green grass, the sempiternal parking lots, the comfortable uninvolved apathetic campus, the bold-beaded, hidden, self-claimed Liberal and the overabundant number of conservatives of every hue are sufficiently satisfied with the way the way world is. For example, we have been told that there is simply nothing we can do about the student water sprinkled. It is a lost cause. As for the parking lots, the $10 or we all reluctantly paid will be used for new paved lots, whenever they happen to be built.

But there is a lot, you new breed on campus can do. While the rest of us watch registration by terms of a higher authority on campus.

As I said, we were all supposed to register at the same time. We believed it until someone discovered that the students who worked at registration were given the opportunity and right to register ahead of everybody else.

There isn't a room for favoritism on this campus. Someone will come out with an excuse or explanation for this action. Maybe, then, but how about the students who helped out during the great days for registration? Weren't they also allowed the favor to register early? No, only those who work at registration by terms of a higher authority movie Creek and the technological animal, it freak exegiatura for higher output done in some hearing, our excited leaders have the concept of creare this planet to the best of all worlds. We would like to see progress at heart and have, with the constant of our "university" newspaper. So, let's sit down. The backup system was never put into effect. The system switched back to the old method of operation.
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CHRIS PARTRIDGE PRESENTS

NOW THRU Oct. 8th 50% Off
Cover Charge To All FTU Students
Presenting FTU Student I.D. Cards

The "NIGHT ON" Place To Be
New York Style
Live Rock Discotheque
17 and Over Only

Gimme Shelter

OPEN THUR. THRU SUN.

1124 EAST COLONIAL DR. ORLANDO
CORNER OF 50 AND 17-92
AFROTC Inducts First FTU Cadets

FTU's Air Force Reserve Officer's Training Corps detachment marked its beginning Tuesday with the swearing in of 11 cadets.

The head of the department of aerospace studies, Air Force Major Wisenbaker, conducted the ceremony for the first ROTC cadets at FTU. Five of the 11 cadets are recipients of scholarships - Larry Braddy and John Kirkpatrick receiving four-year awards, and Jerry Walker, Tommy Denton and Robert Ryan receiving two-year awards.

The other cadets in the program are Frederick Collington Jr., Andrew J. Jaworski, Lawrence Manfredi, Bruce A. Newell, Dennis L. Pytko and John H. Walker.

Besides these cadets, the cadets will be participate in tours of Air Force installations, receive lectures on military conduct and partake of that favorite military pastime - marching. The program is designed to remain as flexible as possible in order to better meet the needs of the cadets.

GRADUATE STUDENT Fred Jensen, center, has been awarded the FTU Environmental Protection Award for 1972-73. With Jensen are Dr. Yousef A. Yousef, associate professor of engineering, left, and the award (Photo by Bill lves).

VC Activities Feature Speakers, Film, Song

Music and food, both free to FTU persons, courtesy of the Village Center and Student Government, will begin the activities of the 1972-73 academic year. A picnic Sunday, beginning at 2 p.m. at Lake Claire, will feature food and entertainment. Arthur Gottlieb and Hurley and Riddle will provide music.

The VC Grand Opening is Wednesday, Sept. 27, which will formally present the new extension to students. The ribbon cutting by President and Mrs. Millican will be followed by brief talks by Millican, Speakers, Film, Song Board. President and Mrs. Millican Debbie Jones, member of the VC Activities, will provide music.

Activities Day, during which on-campus organizations will set up displays to inform students about their activities and purposes, will begin at 11 a.m. on the VC court.

A fashion show, featuring styles by Satin Lady will begin at 2 p.m., and during the day free games such as table tennis, billiards, chess and peanut comics strip will come alive to music as the VC presents "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" at 8:30 in the Assembly Room.

The Assembly Room is the new site for movies; the first is set for tonight at 8:30. "Little Big Man" is the opener, and also plays Saturday and Sunday. "Shaft" is next, playing September 27, 29 and 30, followed by "Chary," showing October 4, 6 and 7.

Other October films are "Rosemary's Baby," October 11, 13 and 14, "Zachariah," October 18, 19 and 21, and Halloween All Night Horror Festival October 28. Also in October will be a four-day festival by the Visual Literacy of the November 8, 10 and 12. Two discussion sessions are also planned on campus. The first, an American Civil Liberties Union forum, will feature four lawyers who will discuss student rights. The forum will be October 4 in the Assembly Room. The second is part of the VC Discover Series, this quarter featuring consumer affairs.

Campus Glances

NEW SG OFFICES
Student Government offices are in VC 203, 204, 205, 206, 210 and 211.

Student Government offices have moved to the Village Center. SG offices are now in VC 203, 204, 205, 206, 210 and 211.

BOUTIQUE

East India Trading Co.
ORANGE COUNTY Elections Supervisor Dixie Barber, right, authorizes the voter registration drive, the November 7 general election.

Today is the last day students to 2 p.m. today.

Any unregistered Orange County resident who is older than 18 years of age is eligible to register. Each student is required to bring in some official document, such as a driver's license, showing his place of residence.

The students who will be registering new voters were trained by Mary Anna Jackson (Photo by Mary Anna Jackson).

Barber, Student Government Vice President Lee Constantine, who helped coordinate the effort, set the goal of the drive at 1,000 students registering new voters. He hopes the goal will be exceeded.

Student Government, Pegasus, Dixie Wheatley, assistant program director, said the assembly room will be "an ideal place for the movie program. It can be used for so many things."

Six pool tables were put in use Tuesday, Sept 19, in the VC game room. The charge on the tables will be 60 cents an hour per person with a minimum playing time of 20 minutes. Fifteen card and game tables are included in the room. Table tennis tables will eventually be added.

A sound system is expected to be installed in the Assembly Room by the end of 1972. Bulletin boards, courtyard benches and conference room movie screens were delayed due to lack of funds. Lawson stated there will be problems in getting state approval for funds for the sound system. Two new dining rooms are capable of seating 900 people and will be used to accommodate small concerts, speaking engagements, banquets, meetings, movies in cinemascopelike facilities, and other activities. A sound system will not be exclusive to VC Annex activities. There will be a minimal charge for setting up for other groups.

Dixie Wheatley, assistant program director, said the assembly room is "an ideal place for the movie program. It can be used for so many things."

Activities for Wednesday’s Grand Opening are: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Annual Activity Day (an opportunity for students to join campus organizations) and free books and ping pong games; 12 to 3 p.m. music by "New Days Ahead," and short comedy flicks and free refreshments; 2 to 2:45 p.m., fashion show, made by "Wooden Spoon"; 8:30 p.m., movie "Shaft" in the Assembly Room. "We have it (the new addition) there and now all we have to do is provide excellent programs," Miss Wheatley commented. "The Village Center should be a place where students can go when they want something to do."

GRAND OPENING
FOR VC ANNEX

The new addition to the Village Center is now in use, but will have a "soft" opening Wednesday. President Charles N. Millican will begin the day of special activities by cutting the ribbon at 9:30 a.m.

Nine student organizations will have offices in the newly built area: Student Government, Pegasus, Panhellocie, Inter Fraternal Council, Black Student Union, Men’s Resident Association, Women’s Resident Association, Intramurals, and religious groups.

Activities for Wednesday’s Grand Opening are: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Annual Activity Day (an opportunity for students to join campus organizations) and free books and ping pong games; 12 to 3 p.m. music by "New Days Ahead," and short comedy flicks and free refreshments; 2 to 2:45 p.m., fashion show, made by "Wooden Spoon"; 8:30 p.m., movie "Shaft" in the Assembly Room. "We have it (the new addition) there and now all we have to do is provide excellent programs," Miss Wheatley commented. "The Village Center should be a place where students can go when they want something to do."

CONSIDER:

No obligation during first two years
A draft deferment, if needed
Scholarships paying tuition, fee, text books and $100 per month
$100 per month for everyone enrolled in the last two years of the program
Earn a private pilot’s license-36 hours of flight instruction-FREE
A commission as an Air Force 2nd Lieutenant
Starting salary of $8,200 to $9,800
Open to both men and women.
If interested, contact the Air Force ROTC here at F. T. U. located in Suite 350, Administration Building or call 275-2264.

AIR FORCE ROTC... BUT NOT TOO LATE TO ENROLL IN AIR FORCE ROTC DURING DROP/ADD

FLORIDA STATE WOMETCO

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE VC Room 203

F. T. U. FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

YOU’RE LATE
S.G. FALL PICNIC
SEPT. 24 - 1 pm - 6 pm

BRING A BLANKET
HAVE A SEAT
PAY A QUARTER
THERE'S PLENTY TO EAT.

FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF & GUESTS

HEAR 3 BANDS:
"ARTHUR, HURLEY & GOTTLIEB,"
"THE RIDDLER," & "MIAMI"

25c
* Hamburger,
* Baked Beans,
* Chips & Drink

PLEASE PARK BEHIND FTU LIBRARY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

VILLAGE CENTER

GRAND OPENING

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Free refreshments and music by members of University Band

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Ribbon Cutting by President and Mrs. Millican followed by brief remarks by President Millican, Steve Adamick (Student Government), and Debbi Jones (Village Center Board)

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Annual Activity Day (V. C. Patio)
Free billiards, ping pong games in new games room

12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Welcome Social - including music by "New Days Ahead" and "Wooden Spoon", short comedy flicks, free refreshments (V. C. Assembly Room)

2:00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
Fashion Show - Satin Lady Dress Shop and Village Center
Music by "Wooden Spoon"

8:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
"Shaft" - University Movie - V. C. Assembly Room
Lee Constantine really isn't a used book, but the Student Government Book Exchange vice president earlier this week was looking at the empty shelves in the SG Book Exchange. Now situated in Village Center Room 211, the Book Exchange is provided so students can sell books directly to other students. Books are now being received, and sales will begin Monday and will last until Oct. 2. (Photo by B. Spinosi)

UPFRONT

SG Book Exchange
Open For Business

The Student Government Book Exchange, VC 211, is now accepting books from students, for sale Monday through October 2. Redemption period for books is October 3-16.

The Book Exchange, which began in August 1971, is opening late this quarter because of confusion which resulted from the transfer of SG offices from the Library Building to Village Center in August.

Student Government President Steve Adamick explained that due to reassignment of rooms, the Book Exchange was unable to open before fall quarter. He added that because of the late opening, the exchange will remain open longer into the quarter, but he said he does not expect too much business.

Several students, including Stephen Krupp, are in charge of the Book Exchange. It opened last quarter It opened. During the quarter possibly for six to eight weeks, students may apply to the exchange and are actually served by the exchange for the quarter. New students from the fourth quarter are still able to use the Book Exchange exchange books anytime.

LENF Grants Awarded

PTU has received a $25,000 law enforcement grant for curriculum enrichment at PTU’s Daytona Beach Resident Center. Jeffrey Duffy, assistant director of Police Services, reported to the Student Government Board in lay and headed the presentation.

In addition to the grant, the new resident center will have more police officers to handle traffic and crime problems.

LENF provides funds for police training, but PTU is required to use a portion of its revenue to pay for the training. The grant will provide an additional $25,000 to cover the cost of training police officers.

LENF is a joint venture between the state and the federal government. The federal government provides the bulk of the funding, and the state provides the matching funds. The grant is awarded to PTU to provide police training to its officers.

Conclusion

PTU's law enforcement training will benefit from the LENF grant, which will provide additional resources for police officers to receive the necessary training.

The LENF grant will provide PTU with the necessary funds to continue its law enforcement training program and ensure that officers are prepared to serve the community effectively.

PTU's commitment to the safety and well-being of the community is evident in its dedication to providing high-quality training for its officers. This grant will support PTU in its efforts to maintain a strong and capable police force.

Acknowledgments

PTU would like to thank the LENF for awarding us this grant. This funding will enable us to continue providing the best possible training to our officers and to serve the community with the highest level of professionalism and excellence.

Future Plans

PTU will use the grant to fund additional training programs and resources for its officers. This will also allow PTU to expand its training programs and provide more comprehensive training to its officers.

Conclusion

PTU is grateful for the LENF grant and will use it to improve its law enforcement training program and ensure that officers are prepared to serve the community effectively.

Thanks to LENF for their support and commitment to police training. PTU appreciates the opportunity to receive this grant and will continue to work hard to provide the best possible training for our officers.
Your nearest and newest—McDonald’s Restaurant—is ready to serve you!

Visit the new restaurant at
490 Semoran Blvd
in Winter Park
(Corner Semoran & Aloma)
and
“Be Our Guest” for a FREE BIG MAC

This coupon good for one—
BIG MAC
The triple-decker meal disguised as a sandwich
This Offer Good Only On Wednesday, September 27, 1972
Good only at McDonald’s 490 Semoran Blvd. or Hwy. 436
LIMIT - ONE PER PERSON

You deserve a break today—so get up and get away to McDonald’s
Life Costly For Mike Vaughn

By Shelby Struther

All Mike Vaughn wants to do is finish school. It's going to be rough. Not that he's a poor student. On the contrary. But Mike Vaughn is fighting a long uphill battle for his life that seems to be getting steeper. Vaughn has a rare kidney disease - Stricken with a rare kidney disease. In March of this year he suffered total kidney failure and high blood pressure and was not expected to live. Complications affected his heart and lungs and he was being kept alive by a kidney dialysis machine in Gainesville, where he was transferred.

In May, surgeons removed both of Vaughn's kidneys. His mother donated one of her kidneys for the transplant operation. It was performed in August but the critical period is just beginning.

He has to continue to use the dialysis machine for the next three months. The machine is a miracle of medicine in that it successfully imitates that most marvelous of inventions, the human body - specifically, the kidneys. It serves to clean and purify Mike's blood. Without it, he would die.

But he doesn't complain. He's not griping. In fact his fraternity brothers never knew how much he was suffering until they heard him groaning in agony on the floor in his apartment. A member of Kappa Sigma fraternity, Mike has lots of friends in his PTU chapter. But it isn't any secret handshakes or monthly dues that drew Mike Vaughn and his friends together. They know Mike needs help and friendship and they are giving it to him. And that is what true brotherhood is.

But Mike Vaughn is no martyr. He's not a creasebarker. He doesn't want to hurt anymore. He wants to be well. And he can be.

How? Money. That's all he needs, hopefully. Total expenses for the operation and associated medical costs are expected to exceed $60,000. And he has no alternative but to pay the costs or die. But we can help. Today, instead of going to liquor, put your beer money in an envelope. Instead of buying a pound, settle for a lid, and give the rest to Mike's fund and find out what it's really like to "turn someone on" to life. Help give him what so many of us take for granted.

And send that envelope to P. O. Box 463, Orlando, Fla., where a special account has been set up in Mike's behalf. And please do it soon, while you still have a chance and while he still does too. Consider yourselves lucky, my friends. Lucky to be able to help. For Mike Vaughn would gladly trade places and give you all his spare change while he leads a normal life.

But that's just a dream. And a nightmare might happen if the money runs out. Don't let them take that wonderful machine away. Don't let them pull the cord that will stop the cleaning of Mike Vaughn's blood. Your brotherhood needs help. Help Mike Vaughn come back to PTU. Please.

Fee Status Correction Urged

All full-time or part-time students seeking second bachelor's degrees are requested to file with the registrar's office a program of study signed by their college deans, in order to avoid being incorrectly billed for enrollment fees.

University Comptroller Joseph Gomez has announced that all students who have at least a baccalaureate degree and who have not notified the registrar that they are pursuing a second bachelor's degree, will be considered post-baccalaureate students and will be assessed graduate fees regardless of course levels in which they are enrolled. In order to avoid paying more than they should for enrollment, students are requested to notify the registrar's office if they are seeking second bachelor's degrees. Those students who have been undercharged will subsequently be billed for additional fees.

Teacher Exam Dates Set

Dates for the National Teacher Examinations have been set for November 11, January 27, 1974, April 12, 1974, and July 21, 1974, at the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J., which has announced. The test will be given at nearly 500 locations throughout the United States.

Those senior who wish to take this test may contact the school systems in which they seek employment for specific advice on which of the examinations to take and on which dates they should be taken.

Results of the National Teacher Examinations are used by many school districts as one of several factors in the selection of new teachers, and by several states for certification or licensing of teachers.

On each full day of testing, prospective teachers may take the Common Examinations which measure their professional preparation and general educational background, and a Teaching Area Examination which measures their understanding of the subject they expect to teach.

The "Bulletin of Information for Candidates" contains a list of test centers, and information about the examinations, as well as a registration form. Copies may be obtained from National Teacher Examination, Box 911, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J., 08540.

Campus Glimpses

BUS SCHEDULE

The Oct. 18 bus schedule to PTU from the city bus terminal is as follows: Down town departure, 6:55 a.m. and 7:55 a.m.; PTU departure, 7:05 a.m. and 8:05 p.m.; PTU departure, 7:55 a.m. and 8:55 p.m.

The bus route goes by Jordan Marsh on route to campus at 7:25 a.m. and 8:25 p.m.

24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK!

OVIEDO CHILD CARE & KINDERGARTEN

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
outdoor activities

PHONE 365-5071

387 W. Broadway, OVIEDO
Student Senate Elections

Declare CANDIDACY AT V.C. 216

Sept. 25 - Oct. 6
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Campaigning Begins Oct. 9

Elections - Oct. 19-20

9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Service Gives Aid In Apartment Hunt

By Margaret Shaughnessy

Apartment hunting can be the old "needle - and - haystack" routine if Orlando and apartment living are new to the FTU student. Listings, rent deposits and installations, on the other hand, can all be unexpected sore points that will needle any budget.

Professional Apartment Finders, Inc. is the first place to contact for the fastest service on available listings. This free service sponsored by the Orlando Apartment Association will take and show prospective renters available apartments in Orlando under no obligation. Finders (814-2065) is located in the Allamonte Realty Building on SR 436.

Special student rental rates do not exist in the City Beautiful. A one-year lease with a month's rent for deposit accompany the average $350-4-month one bedroom, $370 two - bedroom, and $415 three - bedroom apartment. (Townhouses start at $180.) Pets require an extra deposit fee.

The above stated prices represent the apartment complexes that populate Orlando, particularly in the 436-Aloma area. Pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, laundry rooms and, sometimes, sauna baths are added features for the houses.

The complexes in this area are becoming aware of the FTU student, however. The University Apartments, Alafia Trail, require no lease and average $2.35 per day for a completely furnished room. Aloma Arms, Aloma Avenue, to be completed in late 1972, is studying the possibility of a small $50 deposit, 90-day lease plan for students. Never to be forgotten are the classifieds that list available rooms, small apartments and duplexes, at reasonable prices.

Once an apartment is found, the woes of utilities and telephone deposits strike. If the rent does not include utilities, a deposit of $25 is required and an average bill of $20 a month can be expected.

Ma Bell requests a $50 deposit for a telephone plus a $33 installation charge. This deposit may be reduced if previous credit has been established with the telephone company. The monthly service charge is $19.50 plus tax.

Furniture may be rented by the piece from furniture rental companies. New or used furniture is priced accordingly and some have lease - buy policies. The $30 - $35 monthly rental can provide comfortable living with just the necessities of table, couch, chairs and bed.

There is no last straw in yourbaystark search, usually what you needle is what you get.

A 'BUMPER' CROP of romantic hitchhikers adorns the grill and headlights of this FTU car. Peaky hordes of love hogs have descended twice this year - much to every one's disgust. (Photo by Ed Burton)
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**Bill Baer**

"**MR. COLOR TV**"

- **TV** • AM-FM **RADIOS** • **TAPE RECORDER**
- **RECORDS** • **TAPE** • **SERVICES** • **RENTALS**

- **1033 N. MILLS** • WINTER PARK MALL

- "Melody Corner" Bill's

**TAPES and RECORDS AT DISCOUNT PRICES**

Central Florida's Largest Compact Selection

S\-ONY-PANASONIC-ELECTROPHONIC

RCA - SYLVANIA - SOYNA

CRAG - MASTERWORKS

---

**Walt Disney World**

An Equal Opportunity Employer

---

**Service Gives Aid In Apartment Hunt**

---

**Poetically Yours**

**SONG OF THE POET**

Give me a ring and I'll sing you a song of the moon drifting over the line,

of mountainous ships caught in our hips and tossed by a mighty breeze.

Just say a word and I'll drown my sorrow until your ear are sore.

Then we'll go to the barn and I'll twist your arm until you beg to hear more.

Bill Evans

---

**FULL SIZE ELECTRIC PORTABLE**

**BUY A ROYAL ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER OR A ROYAL ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR AND ROYAL WILL GIVE YOU $10.00 FOR YOUR FAVORITE CAUSE OR CHARITABLE PARTY**

(See our special for Oct. 15, 1972)

---

**Royal Digital I**

Regular

\$109.95

Full size, electric typewriter. 18 character keyboard. Two - color ribbon. This machine is perfect for the student! Made by Royal, one of the finest manufacturers of typewriters in the world. The Apollo 10 comes complete with carrying case.

---

**And That's Not All**

You pay George Stuart \$79.95 and Royal will send you a \$10.00 check! (This means all you really pay is \$69.95!)

---

**Royal Digital I**

Formerly \$249.95

**ONLY** \$99.95

When this famous electronic calculator was introduced by Royal, thousands were sold... at \$249.95. It adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides. It gives direct credit balance and has features you'd expect to find on machines selling at twice the price! This machine is guaranteed by Royal.

---

**Royal Digital I**

For a limited time the Digital I is offered for only \$99.95. But that is not all... You pay George Stuart \$99.95... and Royal will send you a \$10.00 check! Use the extra money for this year's trip. This means all you actually pay for this amazing machine is \$89.95!

**PHONE** 241-2843

**STORE HOURS:**

Mon. & Fri. 8:15 a.m. to 9 p.m., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. to 6 p.m.

---

**Royal**

133 East Robinson
Orlando, Florida

---

** uphill**

---

**Disbur**

---

**Euph**

---

**Jingle**

---

**Walt Disney World**

An Equal Opportunity Employer

---

**Check with George Stuart**
By David Foster

By all the necessary groundwork for both SG projects before his term expires next spring.

In trying to keep his promise of campus legal aid Adamick ran head on into the FTU Executive Committee. He believed a legal service was a necessary part of the university's growth and that it would satisfy a very real need, but the Executive Committee disagreed, saying that they thought such a service would be inexpensive for SG and that off-campus organizations offered similar services.

The proposed service would have drawn 30 percent of its unallocated reserve to hire a lawyer to provide free legal counseling to FTU students and faculty on a weekly basis.

The allocation had been halved to $21,000 because, according to the university Executive Committee, Adamick considers the propose a failure, but said he has plans to expand the service.

Greeks Plan Rush

The inter-fraternity council (IFC) and the Pan-Hellenic council are making plans for their respective annual fall rushes.

IFC President Dan Hodges said this year's rush is going to be different than traditional rush because it is not a new idea.

It has been plagued, and still is, by hazing procedures and illegal drinking for the last three SG administrations.

Last year it was proposed that the rush draw be held in a dome structure for about $31,000, but the legislature has imposed what is essentially a moratorium on further construction of temporary structures on state campuses. Also, health standards call for a more conventional, and therefore more expensive, structure to house the candidates.

This center cannot be housed in an existing building because "not one inch of space is available," Adamick plans to approach the Student Service and Activity Fee Committee this fall to obtain sufficient funds to begin development of the center next year. He also expressed hope of developing a student-run grocery store on campus to sell goods on a small or no-profit basis.

Groups To Explore Potential ForLiving

The Developmental Center, located in Dorm C, Suite 116, is now keeping applications for its personal growth groups. These groups are open to students who care numerous "hangups" but want to explore more of their personal potential.

Personal growth will be open to both men and women, and the group will be exploring verbal and non-verbal communication, sensory awareness and relaxation. Participants in these activities have been developed in encounter, sensitivity and role-play groups.

According to Alvin Toffler's forecast of future trends, transience of personal relationships will become an increasing problem for most citizens. As persons move from area to area with greater frequency, their ability to form close personal relationships quickly will become more crucial.

Personal growth groups are one way to prepare for this topsy-turvy aspect of the future. Participants will experiment directly with important aspects of building rapid relationships towards a greater awareness and an attraction to their manner of relating to each other.

Through experimentation with important aspects of relationship building such as self-esteem, self-revelation, listening, support and construction, participants may increase their skill and confidence in relating to others.

Students interested in participating in the growth groups may contact the Developmental Center to sign up for the program.

Compromised with the administration by securing the services of university lawyers for free legal counseling for students through SG when such aid is warranted.

As a candidate Adamick also promised to work towards the incorporation of SG, a promise he now feels is unnecessary to fulfill. He originally thought incorporation would be necessary to bring about a student rathehark, an on-campus lounge selling beer and wine, but he has concluded it would now be an unnecessary expense. In any event, planning incorporation of a separate student consumer information service that would provide students with free information on restaurants and student-run groc-

The service would be started by SG but

the sale of off-price tickets to certain nearby theaters. Over the summer SG has added tickets to two nearby movie houses and added numerous coupons to local restaurants and stores was added. The center also recently added tickets to two nearby rock concerts at the Orlando Sports Stadium.

Adamick has plans this fall for a feasibility study for a commuter transit system, which he organized a committee for this purpose. SG's plans include providing transportation to all statewide "away" basketball games and buying tickets to an "away" game in the works.

In addition, a committee has been organized to regulate changes in text book requirements. This group is intended to avoid changing text books or possible excessive numbers of textbooks being required for a course.

Alvin Toffler's book, "Future Shock," claims that the summer months, in which to work. Still, he has made major advances in the exchange and entertainment subsidy program is in the works and Adamick's plan is to provide transportation to all statewide "away" basketball games and buy tickets to an "away" game in the works.

In addition, a committee has been organized to regulate changes in text book requirements. This group is intended to avoid confusing text books or possible excessive numbers of textbooks being required for a course.

Although it seems as if all Adamick's promises in the planning stage, it must be remembered, he was also campaigner for the summer months, in which to work. Still, he has made major advances in the exchange and entertainment subsidy program is in the works and Adamick's plan is to provide transportation to all statewide "away" basketball games and buy tickets to an "away" game in the works.

In addition, a committee has been organized to regulate changes in text book requirements. This group is intended to avoid confusing text books or possible excessive numbers of textbooks being required for a course.

Although it seems as if all Adamick's promises in the planning stage, it must be remembered, he was also campaigner for the summer months, in which to work. Still, he has made major advances in the exchange and entertainment subsidy program is in the works and Adamick's plan is to provide transportation to all statewide "away" basketball games and buy tickets to an "away" game in the works.

In addition, a committee has been organized to regulate changes in text book requirements. This group is intended to avoid confusing text books or possible excessive numbers of textbooks being required for a course.

Although it seems as if all Adamick's promises in the planning stage, it must be remembered, he was also campaigner for the summer months, in which to work. Still, he has made major advances in the exchange and entertainment subsidy program is in the works and Adamick's plan is to provide transportation to all statewide "away" basketball games and buy tickets to an "away" game in the works.
For the cooler days this fall, Debbie has the right idea—a two-piece skirt and sweater set by Bobbie Brooks from LEEDY’S in Downtown Winter Park. Her black belted sweater covers a wine colored plaid skirt for an attractive—and warm—layered look in 100 percent acrylic.

Ellen sports another example of the layered look with this outfit from CAPTAIN THREADS in Altamonte Plaza. Her 40-inch cut cord super bell bottom slacks are topped by a hand-screened, dragon printed skinny knit blouse and a sleeveless polyester shrink vest. The vest can be worn over a shirt as Ellen is doing or it can be worn alone. A hand tooled rose bud belt adds a finishing touch to this striking outfit.

Susan meets herself coming and going, modeling the long and short in fashion as found at BRENNER’S in Downtown Orlando. The hot pants outfit with laced sides, from California, is $32 and the long polyester gown is just $39. Both may be found at BRENNER’S, 208 N. Orange Ave., open Mondays and Fridays until 9 p.m. BankAmericard and Mastercharge accepted.

Black and white in fashion with a red accent from PRO. Her Dolman sleeved top covers a red dickey to give the straight-legged pants of polyester knit and wool blend
BRITCHES SOUTH in Winter Park is the place to find these sharp outfits modeled by Harry and Bobbi. Harry is wearing a black and white print acrylic knit Nie-Nie look shirt by Moss with black corduroy full leg slacks. Bobbi's Bread and Butter 40-inch super bells are topped by a brown IFT Bubble Shirt. Belts are by Hickock.

Vickie greets returning students in the library lobby wearing a sleek black polyester crepe gown from PROCTOR SHOPS in Winter Park. Her basic black dress has a bare back with a halter neckline that ties in the back. White pearl ropes accent the simple beauty of basic black.

ACK... Fashionably

Photography by JON FINDELL

PROCTOR SHOPS in Winter Park is modeled by Vivian, the popular layered look. Black and white check, wide, and complete Vivian's ensemble.

Alice's beauty is complemented by this lovely coral colored cotton knit backless evening gown from JA-MA BOUTIQUE on West Colonial Drive. This gown is one of many offerings fashioned at JA-MA, which specializes in fitting evening and wedding gowns to each individual buyer.
Lake Claire Area
Ready For Picnic

Lake Claire, a small aquatic resort adjacent to FTU, has been renovated and is ready for the ever-growing number of golfing students and Sunday Student Government picnic.

The lake has been closed at various times, so a large hole offshore, made after the lake was being constructed, could be filled. At the same time, some of the fishing areas were added to the beach and swimming area.

State Government President Steve Adamic said he felt the hole contained a safety hazard so he recommended that the hole be filled, as it is one of the 100 safest holes for students. The construction project has been completed and will begin in November.

A university Lake Claire Committee, that has been formed, said Adamic put a "no-bash out" rule in the lake to prevent any more problems that are happening at the lake and advice on how to make decisions on the future development of the area will be presented at the autumn meeting.

At Lake Claire, a dozen barbecue pits wait for burning charcoal and sizzling hot dogs and hamburgers. A large clearing behind the wall of tall trees provides for fishing, jogging, and playing frisbee and flying footballs. Pine trees surround the lake and dot the recreational area, and a magnolia tree sheds its blossoms on the beach.

This Sunday, Sept. 24, from one p.m. to six p.m., Student Government is sponsoring an open picnic at Lake Claire, but spring's picnic attracted 3500 persons, according to Adamic. The picnic is free, and munchie's (a picnic meal) are only $1.45, three sandwiches to provide continuous entertainment.

Adamic said that students and guests park behind the library and walk to the lake so the hands and food trucks will be able to move in and out easily. The path to the lake is located on the south part of the access road that leads to the main college library. As you walk down the access road from the parking lot, the road curve in the left instead of turning, go straight and you should be on your way to Lake Claire and a good time.

Students are always welcome at Lake Claire and may rent canoes whenever the Physical Education Building is closed, not only for a fee, but also on a first-come-first-served basis. The boat dock, according to Adamic, will be closed for the month it will take to be completed.

A beach house is to be built at Lake Claire after the weather cools and swimming begins to taper off. The demolition began in May and the construction dates for the winter season, according to Adamic, will be done by the end of the month.

The project is being handled by the Articulation Coordinating Committee, which is composed of students interested in taking CLEP and choosing the courses that best fit their needs.

Examination May Allow Some Class Exemptions

You may not be aware of it, but the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) may allow FTU students to exempt certain classes and receive credit for them.

CLEP has been in use for five years and very few FTU students have participated in it. George Conger, an FTU graduate, was one of the few to take the test.

Conger, who is now a bank auditor, said he felt the test was a good measure of ability, but he would not recommend it for freshmen.

Conger said, "If you are fresh out of high school, I don't think you're ready for junior test work. To me, going to college is just a very little portion of going to college, it's learning how to get along with each other, adapting to being an adult and being responsible for your own actions." He said only if the student has had this type of exposure does the test have an advantage for him. Conger said he felt four years is the minimum amount of time it takes to get an education and to sacrifice any of that time may mar sacrificing experience vital to growing up.

In describing the test, Conger said, "It was a good, strong test and covered all points well. It was very straightforward."

Conger took the test while he was in the Air Force. It was given to him for an hour a day for five days.

FTU students may take the test at Valencia or Seminole Junior College. The test is offered monthly. A score of 550 is required for FTU students to gain credit. Ralph Boston, director of admissions, said, "A score of 550 is close to the 70th percentile." Boston said there is no standard policy concerning CLEP, and each university and junior college has its own standards. He said this may cause a problem in regard to transferring students. Boston explained a student may receive credit through CLEP at a junior college, transfer to FTU with an A.A. degree, and then find out his test scores do not meet FTU's requirement. In such a case the student would have to take the course or retake the test.

To eliminate this discrepancy, Boston said a task force has been formed to study CLEP in order to achieve a standard policy between schools. The task force was formed by the Articulation Coordinating Committee.

Boston said a decision is expected within six months.

There has been some controversy concerning CLEP at the University of South Florida (USF). In the July 13 issue of the USF newspaper, The Oracle, it was stated that faculty members in the English and humanities area complained the tests are too easy and do not accurately judge the abilities of those tested.

Conger said he felt the questions got increasingly difficult as the test progressed. He said in the math test the questions get more difficult as the end he could not begin to answer. Conger passed advanced college algebra with a "B" prior to the CLEP test.

Daniel Rutenburg, chairman of the humanities program at USF, stated, "A USF student scoring at the level of exemption, the 50th percentile, can answer as few as 26 of the 100 multiple choice questions correctly."

Boles said that students interested in taking CLEP should check with their advisor before taking the test. He said the test has no effect on the student's grade point average and only credit hours are granted for the exempted course.

Lake Claire Area
Ready For Picnic

Lake Claire, a small aquatic resort adjacent to FTU, has been renovated and is ready for the ever-growing number of golfing students and Sunday Student Government picnic.

The lake has been closed at various times, so a large hole offshore, made after the lake was being constructed, could be filled. At the same time, some of the fishing areas were added to the beach and swimming area.

State Government President Steve Adamic said he felt the hole contained a safety hazard so he recommended that the hole be filled, as it is one of the 100 safest holes for students. The construction project has been completed and will begin in November.

A university Lake Claire Committee, that has been formed, said Adamic put a "no-bash out" rule in the lake to prevent any more problems that are happening at the lake and advice on how to make decisions on the future development of the area will be presented at the autumn meeting.

At Lake Claire, a dozen barbecue pits wait for burning charcoal and sizzling hot dogs and hamburgers. A large clearing behind the wall of tall trees provides for fishing, jogging, and playing frisbee and flying footballs. Pine trees surround the lake and dot the recreational area, and a magnolia tree sheds its blossoms on the beach.

This Sunday, Sept. 24, from one p.m. to six p.m., Student Government is sponsoring an open picnic at Lake Claire, but spring's picnic attracted 3500 persons, according to Adamic. The picnic is free, and munchie's (a picnic meal) are only $1.45, three sandwiches to provide continuous entertainment.

Adamic said that students and guests park behind the library and walk to the lake so the hands and food trucks will be able to move in and out easily. The path to the lake is located on the south part of the access road that leads to the main college library. As you walk down the access road from the parking lot, the road curve in the left instead of turning, go straight and you should be on your way to Lake Claire and a good time.

Students are always welcome at Lake Claire and may rent canoes whenever the Physical Education Building is closed, not only for a fee, but also on a first-come-first-served basis. The boat dock, according to Adamic, will be closed for the month it will take to be completed.

A beach house is to be built at Lake Claire after the weather cools and swimming begins to taper off. The demolition began in May and the construction dates for the winter season, according to Adamic, will be done by the end of the month.

The project is being handled by the Articulation Coordinating Committee, which is composed of students interested in taking CLEP and choosing the courses that best fit their needs.
Registration Woes

(Photos by Ike Spinos)
U.C. ACTIVITIES

village FALL '72 center

You're A Good Man Charlie Brown Oct 26-28
Kneakin' Oct 10 ESP, mental
J.P.K. Oct 30 improv.
New Seekers Oct 25
Consumer Affairs guest speaker - Lowell Dodge.
Dorothy Kannon prints, drawings, photographs Oct 16 - Nov. 10
Frank Lamb photographs, renderings, models
Orwell: Animal Farm/1984 Double Feature
Brewster Mccloud

OCTOBER

PAX

CATCH-22
CHARLY

exhibits

Sept. 22, 23, 24
Sept. 27, 29, 30
Oct. 4, 6, 7
Oct. 11, 13, 14
Oct. 18, 20, 21
Oct. 22, 23, 24, 25
Oct. 28
Nov. 1, 3, 4, 5
Nov. 8, 10, 11
Nov. 15, 17, 18
Nov 29/Dec. 1, 2

Little Big Man Shaft
Charly
Rosemary's Baby
Zochariah
"All Night Halloween Special"
Orwell: Animal Farm/1984 Double Feature
Film Festival of the Thirties
Brewster Mccloud
"Catch 22"
Norf!

Orwell: Animal Farm/1984 Double Feature

exhibits

Sept. 18 - Oct 13 Dorothy Kannon prints, drawings, photographs
Oct. 16 - Nov. 10 Frank Lamb photographs, renderings, models
Nov. 13 - Dec. 8 Steve Lotz

check your V.C. calendar for dates!
Environmentalists Study Water, Slides

FTU Hosts Ecology Youth Group

FTU hosted the Florida Youth Environmental Conference, the first of its kind in the United States, August 21-25.

Sponsored by the National Council of State Garden Clubs and the Shell Oil Co., in cooperation with the Florida Federation of Garden Clubs, the four-day conference was attended by 102 delegates from various intermediate and high school garden clubs throughout Florida. Participants attended seminars and lectures on water management, land use, pollution control, biological education, endangered natural resources and other environmentally oriented issues.

All the delegates pledged to initiate local projects, such as clean-up campaigns and recycling drives and other ecological improvement programs. The delegates felt that improvement in the quality in some lake environments is needed in Florida, as well as planning of all land use and the use of non-persistent, or short-lived, pesticides.

Above all, the delegates felt that more environmental education was needed at the high school and undergraduate level, according to Dr. Martin Wankelista, assistant professor of civil engineering and director of FTU's Educational Systems Engineering Institute.

Wankelista deemed the conference a success. "I've receive five letters from high school students, which is a significant number when you realize that they were pleased with the conference and learned a great deal and are already planning some ecological programs. I have also received two letters from a couple of Florida Garden Clubs asking about starting such conferences in their areas.

Three FTU students attended the conference and acted as aids. Jim Boyter from the College of Engineering, Ted Patrick, College of Engineering, and Connie Ohlman, College of Natural Sciences, helped on the campus field experiences, including tours of the pollution control and water treatment plant on campus which won high praise from the delegates.

At the end of the conference the delegation agreed that all environmental problems are directly or indirectly caused by people.

BOR Okays Graduate Program

Approval of a graduate degree program in biological sciences for FTU and the tabling of the controversial campus publications issue highlighted actions taken by the Florida Board of Regents at its September 16 meeting at FTU.

During a three-hour session held in the Village Center's Multi Purpose Room, the Regents heard and voted upon recommendations by committees for its program and communications, personnel, facilities and finance, as well as general matters such as the publications issue.

The last hour of the meeting was devoted to the publications issue, with Regents hearing from each university president and then deciding to retain the status quo and not to authorize formation of publication boards for each university.

FTU received Regents approval for another request other than the biological sciences graduate program. The Board ruled that FTU may appoint a managerial board to act in security matters involving classified information, particularly with regard to the Reserve Officer Training Corps programs beginning this quarter.

At the beginning of the meeting the Regents were shown a slide presentation, narrated by Vice President for Academic Affairs C. R. Gambrell, on the FTU resident center program. Gambrell outlined the offerings at each of the six resident centers in Brevard County, Daytona Beach, Patrick Air Force Base, southwest Orlando, Cape Canaveral, Canaveral and West Palm Beach.

By Mary Ann Jackson

The decision to table the request came after several questions by Board members as to proper designation of authority to make the decision to run the building.

The Regents also approved the $227.21 million 1973-74 legislative and budget request for the State University System and the 1973-74 six-year financial plan, as requested by the finance committee.

Chancellor Robert Mautz presented an outline of the budget and detailed projections and rationale for fiscal requests. He noted that the present budget request was a 16.3 per cent increase over last year's and was in keeping with the usual annual increases, which range from 14 to 18 per cent.

For the state universities, Mautz noted that the Regents approved a "quality of space program" for university buildings, by which each university would be able to evaluate its use of space for construction and by which each area would be weighted according to its potential usage. This plan would help in assessment of construction needs, the facilities committee report stated.

In a related area, the Board approved a recommendation to approve a policy delegating authority to the BOR facilities committee for the approval of minor structures on university campuses.

Under the proposed plan, the facilities committee would order the removal of condemned buildings, those in the path of new construction and buildings of less than 5,000 square feet recommended for rerouting by the university president and approved by the chancellor of the BOR.

The Regents approved a policy delegating that approval of space plans of the BOR for authority to employ the Frank Smith Hall. rationale for operation and to reduce rent charges by almost half.

In FSU housing action, the Board of Regents approved a moratorium concerning the issuance of revenue certificates to finance construction of high-rise dormitory and renovation and expansion of South Hall.

The Regents approved a "quality of space program" for university buildings, by which each university would be able to evaluate its use of space for construction and by which each area would be weighted according to its potential usage. This plan would help in assessment of construction needs, the facilities committee report stated.

In a related area, the Board approved a recommendation to approve a policy delegating authority to the BOR facilities committee for the approval of minor structures on university campuses.

Under the proposed plan, the facilities committee would order the removal of condemned buildings, those in the path of new construction and buildings of less than 5,000 square feet recommended for rerouting by the university president and approved by the chancellor of the BOR.

The Regents approved a policy delegating that approval of space plans of the BOR for authority to employ the Frank Smith Hall. rationale for operation and to reduce rent charges by almost half.

In FSU housing action, the Board of Regents approved a moratorium concerning the issuance of revenue certificates to finance construction of high-rise dormitory and renovation and expansion of South Hall.

The Regents approved a "quality of space program" for university buildings, by which each university would be able to evaluate its use of space for construction and by which each area would be weighted according to its potential usage. This plan would help in assessment of construction needs, the facilities committee report stated.

In a related area, the Board approved a recommendation to approve a policy delegating authority to the BOR facilities committee for the approval of minor structures on university campuses.

Under the proposed plan, the facilities committee would order the removal of condemned buildings, those in the path of new construction and buildings of less than 5,000 square feet recommended for rerouting by the university president and approved by the chancellor of the BOR.

The Regents approved a policy delegating that approval of space plans of the BOR for authority to employ the Frank Smith Hall. rationale for operation and to reduce rent charges by almost half.

In FSU housing action, the Board of Regents approved a moratorium concerning the issuance of revenue certificates to finance construction of high-rise dormitory and renovation and expansion of South Hall.

The Regents approved a "quality of space program" for university buildings, by which each university would be able to evaluate its use of space for construction and by which each area would be weighted according to its potential usage. This plan would help in assessment of construction needs, the facilities committee report stated.

In a related area, the Board approved a recommendation to approve a policy delegating authority to the BOR facilities committee for the approval of minor structures on university campuses.

Under the proposed plan, the facilities committee would order the removal of condemned buildings, those in the path of new construction and buildings of less than 5,000 square feet recommended for rerouting by the university president and approved by the chancellor of the BOR.
changes also took place, during which the majority of registration was being handled by a new administrative computer at the University of Florida, which they said was a lot of them." She added that no final figures or even estimates would be available until all fees are paid. Tuition is due today. According to a Registrar's Office spokesman, "Any undergraduates who were billed incorrectly must correct this error at the Registrar's Office," said the spokesman.

This registration, otherwise just a repeat of previous computer blunders, was also orderly because it was the first time the Council of Deans cancelled pre-registration this summer. A June 7 meeting. Vice President of Academic Administration, Leeland Jackson had then called the registrar for the cancellation as basically being an academic one, with the simple duplication of time and effort running a close second. The first week of registration took place in the 1971 Spring quarter with 60 per cent of the student body pre-registering. Last Spring this figure rose to 90 per cent.

When asked whether or not the fact registration proceeded so badly this fall pointed toward the possible reinstatement of pre-registration, Gambrell said he is appointing a committee to study the situation and he said he would consider their findings carefully.

He said the cancellation of pre-registration has not yet really been implemented and that its absence this fall was required because of the switch to a research to administrative computer at the University of Florida. Gambrell said that to workman reinstatement of pre-registration, the committee must show pre-registration is valuable, because the process is both expensive and time-consuming.

SG President Steve Adamick said that although he went through registration quietly, he concluded this was because he is a senior and had an early appointment time.

"Lots of students were pre-registered for a different day after the computer broke down, thus missing another day of work, perhaps Adamick added. Adamick added that hopes pre-registration will be reinstated as soon as possible.

SG Vice President Larry B. Carter said he foredoomed to come a different day, and he commented that registration "was the biggest mess I've ever seen."

FINANCE

The fault of the shutdowns was the computer broke down, thus missing another day of working and they could not register exactly how many fouj.ups there fact

Earnings and female

Labor, 723-3869.

SFU: wanted

For moving violations tickets expired on August tickets will be 25 per cent less than the above amount.

For moving violations students will have to take care of their tickets off-campus.

All persons who receive traffic tickets on campus will be expected to have them handled through the Magistrate's Court, District 1, Orange County, until 11:30 p.m. E.R.T., January 1, 1973, and thereafter by the County Court of Orange County, as stated in the Traffic Regulations, PTU, 1972-3, section 0, number 3.

Florida as the lender, which has provided $7 million to advance students attending state college and universities. It may be obtained through any local bank and provides up to $500 per quarter. The assistance grant is available to promising students which show great financial need. Both programs have gone into effect this year, and should help many more students next fall.

"Any expectation effect next fall is a new program, the Basic Opportunity Grant (B.O.G.), in which each student is entitled to funds, but to obtain them must prove his financial need through application for the grant.

Baldwin suggested students who are interested in financial aid make applications during Winter quarter for funds next fall. He concluded, "We are very short of funds at this time, and if I can suggest to those who need aid now is to try the federally insured bank loan or the emergency short term loan."
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VC Program Head Asks Involvement

A former graduate advisor from Michigan State University is now program director for the Village College.

Lucia Turnbull, who received her B.A. degree in English at Rollins College before earning her Master's in college student personnel at MSU, is succeeding Wanda Russell who left PTU during summer quarter to accept the associate dean of students post at Rollins.

This is one of several positions for which Miss Turnbull interviewed. Citing student involvement as the best way for learning, she explained she is interested in a variety of programs. She included the development of smaller programs for learning - getting students with knowledge together with students who want to learn, and gave bridges, letterheads and needelpoint as examples of this program.

Miss Turnbull said there is a number of factors to be taken into consideration at a commuter college - assessment of the student body in terms of age, diversity and so on, relationship with the community, "I have no answers. Junior colleges and commuter colleges in some respects are still a new phenomenon."

One problem that seems to occur at FTU is student apathy. While she did not dismiss apathy as "I've been learning the ropes - what's been done before."

The shortened calendar published by the VC this quarter was not printed in two parts for her benefit, Miss Turnbull said. She did say students had noticed that the calendar was shorter, and had been calling the registrar to see if the quarter had been shortened. The calendar currently being distributed is cream colored and shows activities for September and October. The rest of the quarter's activities will be printed on a calendar illustrating November and December. The two-part calendar is being used so dates later in the quarter may be revised to make a more accurate calendar.

"My job," said Miss Turnbull, "is working with the students to find what they want and to set it up. I'm interested in the student leadership kind of thing, such as the Women's Residence Association."

Students nominated by their high school are selected for awards on the basis of an autobiography, an impromptu theme and a sample of their writing. The regional committees are composed of high school and college English teachers working under the direction of state coordinators.

The reading lab in room 104, which will conduct a six-week program, "The Art of Rapid Reading," designed to increase reading speed and comprehension. The course, open to all students, free of charge, will begin next week. Students enrolled in the course will be able to increase their reading speed and comprehension.

Students may start the course at their own levels and progress at their own rates. They will also choose the three-hour a week necessary for the course according to their own class schedules.

Anyone interested in the reading course may contact the Reading lab now to reserve his hour.

WRA Petitions Due

Seven board member positions with the Women's Residence Association are open for election. Lynda Letz, assistant for Student Development has announced.

Petitions are on file in AD 280 and 282, and from resident advisors. At least 15 signatures are needed for the petitions, but students may sign more than one petition.

Deadline to return petitions is noon Thursday, they may be returned to AD 284 and 280. Campaigning will be next Friday through October 4 and elections will be 4:30 p.m. October 4 in the cafeteria.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

Meet every Tuesday 11-12 in Engl. Bldg. room 360 above Engl. Auditorium. All interested are invited.

JOE HAIBACH --- Sponsor ext. 2393.

GETTING TOGETHER WITH YOU

S.G. BOOK EXCHANGE

ACCEPTING BOOKS - SEPT. 18-22

SELLING BOOKS - SEPT. 25 OCT. 2

REDEEMPTION PERIOD - OCT. 3-16

EXCHANGE OPEN - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. VC 211

VC 213

Starting Monday --- September 25th!!
From 6 a.m. - 1 a.m.
"The Music Man," Meredith Wilson’s razz-matazz Broadway hit, is the current attraction at the posh new Sebastian’s Dinner Theatre.

The production’s best moments are provided by comic bits played by delighted character actor, Conrie Funder, with an almost believable Irish brogue, and Diane Gibson as Eulalie are real jewels. Eulalie’s bit player husband, played by Don Mercer, is consistently good. Another bit part done excellently is Robert Stella’s Tommy.

The group numbers are rousing and would be truly great if the lyrics could be understood. The dance sequences show real talent both in inspiration and execution. It’s too bad the same thing can’t be said about the vocals.

Dan Verde takes the part of Professor Harold Hill and, for the most part, brings off the brush, fast-talking, charismatic humorous flair. He loses much of his drive when it comes to singing. Dreama Perry as the virtuous librarian, Marian, is too pretty to be a spinster and too overdressed to be a Saturday. Sunday matinee begins at 8:40 p.m. The new theatre is at 4315 North Orange Blossom Trail.

Wyatt To Coordinate Local Poetry Program

Laurence Wyatt, PTU assistant professor of English, will be coordinator for Orange County’s Poetry in the Schools program this fall. Wyatt, as coordinator for the program, jointly by the National Endowment for the Arts and the U.S. Office of Education.

Orange County is the third county in Florida to adopt the program, following in the footsteps of Dade and Hillsborough counties. The program is financed jointly by the national sponsors and local school systems.

Wyatt, a published poet, playwright and author, closely associated with the development of PTU’s creative writing activities and the PTU literary magazine, "The Florida Review," was first published in 1972. Wyatt said that in the poetry program, the professional writer will spend three or four days with pupils in the fourth through sixth grades to acquaint them with poetry and writing.

Wyatt is chair, director of literature programs for the National Endowment, and national coordinator for the program, pointed out that "self-expression and creativity through reading and writing" are brought out in the special classes.

Bogie Plays Again

The Colony Theatre in Winter Park has promised to "play it again, same" if 400 PTU students agree to it.

What is "it"? It is Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman in the classic, "Casablanca.

And what’s more, it will only cost 50 cents. And in keeping with the theme of nostalgia, it will be shown as a "saturday Matinee."

Interested "Bogie fans" should all write theatre manager Herb Butterf to let him know they want to see the film. The proposed show date is September 30.

Here’s looking at ya, sweetheart.

"CHARLIE" TRIOUTS

Tryouts for the Village Center sponsored musical, "You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will be held from 4-6 p.m. in the new Village Center Assembly Room. Everyone is invited to try out for the following parts (Larry and Patsy) and the four male parts (Charlie, Snoopy, Schroeder and Linus). Persons interested in the production and technical aspects of "Charlie Brown" should contact Dr. Kenneth Lawson in room 197, Village Center, or attend the tryouts.

Performances of "Charlie Brown" are scheduled for Oct. 29, 27 and Nov. 3 and 4.

Kannon Art Emulates Perfect Cosmic Circle

By Weber Ivy

Artist Dorothy Kannon is in love and all three art forms. Her description of her art and all three art forms. Her description of her art can come. The proposed show date is September 30.
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"The Man" Is Black-And President

By Fran Elliott

Who's the man to succeed the dead United States President? It ultimately falls to the President pro tempore of the Senate. In the hypothetical story by Irving Wallace, "The Man," now playing at the Plaza Rocking Chair Theatre, is black.

He is also a kind, gentle, wise, distinguished looking, footnote on professor of philosophy who still believes in the "state old" principles of justice, honesty and responsibility.

"The Man" is a Rod Selling screenplay starring an outstanding actor in James Earl Jones (of "The Great White Hope" fame), who manages to be strong yet irresistible with a wry smile and tender eyes. Jones plays Douglas Dillman, a man struck with insecurities and fear at becoming the first black President.

As the movie moves along, he finds many of his feelings were accurate as he faces the obvious prejudiced "red-neck" Senator Watson (Burgess Meredith), and the aggravating racist wife of the Secretary of State (Barbara Rush). Jan McLaughlin as Dillman's daughter comes to a bile strong at first as an extreme liberal who is an activist for every black cause. As Dillman tells his daughter she may have to "cool it" some as a member of the First Family, he reminds her, "Remember, the father you hit may be your own."

The movie is not without its tender moments, as when Dillman tells Watson "Don't look upon realizing his responsibility, and as he visits the beautiful Lincoln Memorial for a reminder of strength.

It also has its definite wit and humor. As a TV makeup man tries to powder Dillman's face, he quietly reminds the artist, "It won't help anyway." Dillman is particularly amusing in his rebuttals to some of the reporters and Congressmen such as, "How did I displease thee, let me count the ways..." Dillman describes himself in his job as a "midget who can't reach the shelf." But he discovers after a short time that Washington is full of "midgets."

The white populace in the first black President may be a TV makeup man tries to care for the White House until he shows that he "owns" the House near the end of his term.

The weakest part of the show is that there is really no climactic moment or scene. Suddenly it's clear that Dillman decides to become a candidate for the next election and "run like hell" for the office.

"The Man" depicts Dillman, the first black man to fall into the presidency, not only as a real man but as an articulate, poetic, passionate human being.
He

Needs

You--

--But So Do We,
And As Long As You're In
School He Can't Get You.

But We Can!

The FuTUre has need of your talents, your mind, your creativity, and your warm body. If you can offer us one or more of these items, you could hold such auspicious titles as “Photo Coordinator,” or “Official Advertising Personage,” or “Formally Appointed Newspaper Writer-Reporter,” or “Quality On And Off Campus Photographer At Large, By Assignment of His Majesty, The Editor,” or even “Vice Chief in Charge of Custodial Maintenance.”

No (we repeat, ‘no’) previous experience is necessary to fill any of the numerous slots open on the FuTUre staff, but the applicant must apply to qualify. While the pay is not what it could be, it is not as bad as it has been, and may even get better.

If you can spare any time, an hour or 30 a week, we can use you. Applicants accepted upon submission of application, virtually without question. Call (275) 2606 or (275) 2865, or come by the newspaper office in LR 213 at any decent hour and talk to us. When you come, please bring a copy of this quarter's schedule, and two No. 2 lead pencils, and 50 cents to tip the doorman.
Clark's Recruits Brighten Outlook For Cage Season

Some narrow-minded people who see varsity coaches involved in games during the season fail to realize that interscholastic coaches are just as deeply involved in another game out of season; that game is recruiting.

FTU basketball coach Torry Clark has been at work recruiting since the last end of school and up to this present week of school.

Bob Jones and John Smith were the first two signed last spring, playing Jones, a 6'9" forward, center from Valdosta, Georgia, and Smith, a guard from Orlando, Florida, inside with a delicate touch outside. Smith, one of the state's top three guard recruits last year, may be switched from his usual forward position to guard.

One of the top hopes for the coming year is freshman Willy Bellote. Bellote, a 6'7" center from St. Bonaventure High School, finished second in scoring in the highly touted Milwaukee Catholic Conference. From a state meet conference, Clark picked up a highly regarded guard from Florida. Steve Armitage. Armitage finished eighth in conference scoring while at Pinez High. Hank Raymond, assistant coach at Marquette, says Armitage shoots off the pick as well as anyone.

Don Siemore, a freshman from Avon Park High, will be the darling of FTU basketball fans in the next couple of years. The left-handed Siemore played quarterback for his high school team and says his skills are better than a Class A State title. When not pitching, he was hitting at a .412 clip.

His basketball exploits are another story. Siemore averaged 30 points per game in his freshman, sophomore and junior years in high school while playing against many competition. His senior year productivity dipped to 20 ppm, but that was on a much weaker team when he could concentrate on things other than scoring. He had many of the few Florida cages to score over 2,000 points in his career. Siemore is only 5'10", but his quickness on the court may well be reminiscent of "Fast" Eddie Smith.

During the past week, Coach Clark has been busy making formal preparations for the signing of arrows Hall and Angelo Callios. Hall is a 6'5" swingman from Indian River JC via Gainesville High where he was a 2.5 average player. About Hall, Clark, with a look of anticipation, simply says, "He's good" and comes to FTU as a great background at St. Joseph's.

POOLS

Mon. 1-4 p.m.
Tues. 1-4 p.m.
Wed. 1-4 p.m.; 6-8 p.m.
Thurs. 1-4 p.m.
Fri. 1-4 p.m.
Sat. 1-5 p.m.
Sun. 3-5 p.m.

Doug Holmquist, who coached the baseball club the latter half of last season, will coach the team in its initial varsity season with the expectation that "FTU's baseball team" will be up with Florida State in the near future.

Holmquist, who brings five years of pro experience and four years of coaching at the University of Vermont, is very enthusiastic about baseball in Central Florida. He is also extremely excited about his third baseman Pat McCarty have two sure returnees from last year's team. McCarty is a good prospect as a pitcher. At 6'2" and 210 lbs., he may be a pro prospect as a pitcher.

Two of the outfield recruits are Central Floridians. Holmquist thinks Don Redoeh of Lyman and Jeff See from Winter Park were overlooked by a lot of coaches.

John Testa, Burlington, Vt., rounds out the outfield. Testa was the Most Valuable Player at the State Legion tournament in Vermont two years ago.

Besides Larsen, Holmquist looks to lefty Pete MacLaughlin from Valdosta to do his share of pitching. John Hickman from White Hall High in Pennsylvania is another potential stopper. Greg Potter, another Orlandoan from Edgewater High, may move into the starting rotation along with Bob Robinson from Brevard CC. Rodwisch, Royal and Horvath will also see some action on the mound.

The full roster will start Oct. 2. Holmquist plans to schedule about 45 games. Included on the schedule will be such teams as Air Force, Delaware, Harvard, Columbia, Stetson and Florida Southern.

"I want to look at the kids, evaluate them, and pick my team in the fall," said Holmquist.

Holmquist plans to schedule about 45 games. Included on the schedule will be such teams as Air Force, Delaware, Harvard, Columbia, Stetson and Florida Southern.

A basically inexperienced but potentially powerful FTU wrestling squad will face a flashy new schedule in just its second year of interscholastic competition.

The ineptitude was caused by a variety of factors including graduation, homesickness and overlooked by a lot of coaches.

Hank Raymond, assistant coach at Marquette, says Armitage shoots off the pick as well as anyone. The inexperience was caused by graduation, homesickness and overlooked by a lot of coaches.

Also returning are the wrestlers to cheer on the Knight wrestlers. Included in the returners are the new names. These seven athletes will join the nucleus of last year's 204 team which includes 6'8" senior and leading rebounder Ed Flitt, 6'7" soph Jeff Haas, 6'4" forward Kattie McCormack and of course FTU's all-time leading scorer, Mike Clark.

Tory Clark

Coach Clark has added Ben Meir to assist him in recruiting. Ruma Salerno, who left coaching to join a local car dealer, Meir, a former All-American player, was with the team at LaGrange, has been coaching in Scotland. Clark feels this to be a good move as there where he was a close friend and colleague of Clark when he was at Xavier.

Doug Holmquist another year of baseball. Holmquist tried to recruit position by position. He feels catcher Sam Rick, a transfer from Lake -比率, is a good prospect. Dale Geilo, from Mohawk High in Utica, N.Y., is another hopeful behind the plate.

Holmquist is very high on freshman George Royal from Winter Park High. Royal was picked for the Orlando Sentinel Tri-County team as first baseman, but he may be a pro prospect as a pitcher. At 6'2" and 200 lbs, he certainly has the size.

Odom and freshman Larry Brown from Lyman will wage war for the starting job at second base. David String, a third baseman from Beavert CD, batted .483 last year, which speaks for itself.

Two of the outfield recruits are Central Floridians. Holmquist thought these two plus others to make FTU a major college power in basketball. (Photo by Henry Popkin)
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Sports is recognized as a vital part of college social life — not merely the support of intercollegiate teams but, more importantly, the active participation of the students themselves in school-sponsored recreation.

The intramural staff, under the direction of Ken Renner, has once again set out to provide these extra-curricular activities for all interested members of the student body, faculty or staff.

Fall action will start with the Intramural Tryouts. Teams may come to the Physical Recreation Center to make new friends besides earning money, contact the Intramural office or call 2606 1744. If you are interested in doing competitive lifting in the 127-lb. weight class, you should attend.

In all, there are 17 different offerings by the intramural staff (not including coed). It is a bigger, wider-ranging assortment than ever before to accommodate an expanding enrollment and increased interest in the now well-established Intramural program.

A minimum of 12 is required to comprise a team for flag football. Team leagues and schedules will be drawn up in a preseason meeting of team captains or coaches on Tuesday at 11 a.m. in Room 201 of the Village Center. All new participants are invited to attend the official clinic Wednesday and Thursday at 4 p.m. on the football field. Rules and techniques of the sport will be featured. Actual play will get underway the following Monday.

Women's volleyball team representatives will also meet at a practice at 6 p.m. in VC 201. At least eight and no more than 15 are needed to form a team. The skills clinic will be held Thursday at 4 p.m. on the volleyball courts next to the pool.

Total number of teams this year will depend on turnout. Last year there were 23 teams comprised of 418 players.

The Intramural office needs officials for fall sports, flag football and volleyball. This can be an exciting part-time job for both men and women. If you are interested in sports, like to meet people and make new friends besides earning some pocket money, contact the IM office in the VC room 201, ext. 2408, or any IM staff member.

CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS

Anyone interested in trying out for the FTU varsity cheerleading squad may come to the Physical Education Building Monday at 6 p.m. A clinic will start the following day.

FTU Weightlifters Open Season With Victory

By Petti Barka

The FTU Weightlifting Club began the season with a second place finish in the St. Petersburg Open Championships Sept. 2. Their next challenge will be Sept. 30 in Pahokee, near Lake Okeechobee. The club will participate in six to eight AAU meets during the coming year.

Since being moved from the Library (room 102), facilities have been relocated in the Wrestling Dome located behind the pool. Since there is not enough room in the Dome for both sports, the weights and equipment at this location are minimal. The bulk of the competitive team and its equipment are located off campus.

While anyone is welcome to work out at the dome, anyone interested in doing competitive lifting is encouraged to contact Farrel Byrd at 644-6696, or Harvey Newton at 647-4255.

The main concern of the team this year is to get new members and expand its growth. The team plans to participate in the National Collegiates Championships in Pennsylvania in March. All-American status will go to the top three finishers in each weight class. The club captured the team title last year, but did not make the trip.

Fulmer Gets PH.D.

Dr. Donald A. Fuller, assistant professor of business administration, has received his Doctor of Philosophy degree from Georgia State University; his dissertation was entitled "Product Quality Perception as a Function of Price and Economy Appeal: An Empirical Study."

Fuller, who joined the FTU faculty in 1966, has taught introductory and advanced managerial economics as well as business statistics. He has written articles on management and quality control.

FTU soccer players seem to be mixed up about what sport they are supposed to be playing. In reality, they are practicing leading a soccer ball by playing volleyball with only their heels. (Photo by Henry Popkin)

Rubino Dies

The year began on a tragic note for the FTU wrestling team upon learning of the death of Andrew Joseph Rubino, 19, a transfer student and prospective grappler for Coach Gerry Greggory's squad. Rubino was killed in an auto accident just south of Jacksonville en route to Orlando.

A transfer student from Pittsburgh University, Rubino was actively recruited by Greggory and was considered to have a promising future in the sport. As a high school senior he was chosen by his teammates as most valuable team member, competing in the 127-lb. class.

Steve has competed in weightlifting since 1963. Besides helping the team with training problems, he will go to all the meets, helping the lifters with warm up procedures and setting weights to be lifted.
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Be Old Future HORIZONSCOPE

By John the Good, Resident Seer

For Friday, September 22, 1963

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
The whole house of Aries creates your sun-sign today and brings to you a clearer image of your nocturnal activities. Sphalerite! How can you hold your bed up in public life? How can you call yourself a member of the human race? How can I get hold of you if I need you?

AQUARIUS:
Your bos is not growing as quickly as your feet. Consequently you will begin to stumble a lot by November and you won't be able to stand at all by January. Your fingers, on the other hand, are growing faster than your hands. It is anticipated that by the end of the year you will be able to slip your shoes without bending over. The unfortunate catch is, however, that you won't be able or need to wear shoes after January, so your wonderful fingers will be of no particular service.

PISCES:
Don't make any legal commitments this week, it could be financially disastrous to anyone renowned experts in the fields of medicine, social welfare and rehabilitative services.

A new outlook on the problem of alcoholism was shown when the 10th annual National Conference on Alcohol Studies (FAS) met at FTU August 27 - September 1. This was the fourth consecutive year the school has met at FTU. The main theme of the event was that alcoholism is a disease and should be treated as such.

The school, operated by the Bureau of Alcoholism Rehabilitation, provides training for some 250 professional persons and civic leaders. The program includes as guest speakers many renowned experts in the fields of medicine. Social welfare and rehabilitative services.

The FAS sessions revitalize the controversy over the Myer Act, a bill recently passed by the Florida legislature that recognizes and passed the way for treatment of alcoholism as a disease. Many law enforcement officials have criticized the bill, stating they have been forced into the role of "babysitters" for drunkards.

George Clarke, director of community programs for the Florida Bureau of Alcoholism Rehabilitation, says the main significance of the Myer Act is that it removes alcoholism from the criminal justice system and puts it in the health care system. Much criticism has come from the fact the bill will not allow police to arrest a man for drunkeness if that is his sole offense. He must instead be returned home or taken to a treatment center.

Treatment centers will be color-coded, changed as the state emergency and short term care of the chronic alcoholic.

Medicine.

Your survival. I don't mean to sound frightening, but that large, black bird which started circling over you yesterday is not a dirty, earthy one, as you originally suspected.

ARIES:
Fierce reality, clod! You have been in more than enough times in two months. Twice by your own hand, you changed your deodorant, changed your hair style and color, changed mouthwash and changed underwear. Still no one stands by your side and they walk a few steps either in front or behind you. You can only be picketed as far as your apparel. There must be anything inside the clothes, under the deodorant and covered by the hair. That's your problem. You exist merely to keep your clothes from wearing thin on the inside.

GEMINI:
Stay tall for what you believe in. Do not let anyone push you around. Remember, you don't have any more right to be here than the guy next to you does. If there is one thing I can't stand, it's hippie freaks!

CANCER:
There is an unseen but powerful force attempting to take over your being. You will struggle violently, but as usual with a person of your moni...
We Have the Largest Student Quarters Available Now! No Waiting!

ALL BRAND NEW UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS

Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

PHONE (305) 273-2720 831-1222

1 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $90 A MONTH EACH PERSON, BASED ON 2 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $70 A MONTH EACH PERSON, BASED ON 4 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT.

★ SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA)
★ SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
★ TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
★ NO LEASES
★ ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st
★ COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
★ CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING

THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER BUILDINGS IN THE AREA

FOR RENTALS TALK TO W. M. LYNCH OWNER/MANAGER
MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA